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Abstract
This review investigates the potential implications of Putnam’s recent book Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis for the
field of social sport sciences. The main themes in Putnam’s Our Kids are class segregation and the widening ‘opportunity’
gap between the ‘have’ and ‘have nots’ in American society. The question can and needs to be asked: what the impact of
class-based segregation has been on ‘our sport clubs’? Furthermore, Putnam also discusses the importance and unequal
provision of Extracurricular activities. Putnam sees such activities as contexts for developing social skills, a sense of civic
engagement and even for generating upward mobility. An important advantage of such activities is, according to Putnam,
the exposure to caring adults outside the family, who can often serve as valuable mentors. However, throughout the book,
Putnam uses a rather judgmental and moralizing language when talking about the parents of the ‘have nots’. The lesson
that sport researchers can learn from this is to be sensitive and critical to moralizing approaches and deficiency discourses
regarding the inclusion in and through sport of children and youth living in poverty.
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It was as if the poor kids had weights attached to their
feet that grew heavier and heavier with each step up
the ladder. (Putnam, 2015, p. 188)
1. Class Segregation and Scissor Graphs
Putnam’s Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of
American Community had an enormous impact on sport
academics and policymakers alike. In this article, I review
the potential implications of Putnam’s latest book Our
Kids for the field of social sport sciences.
The main themes in Putnam’s Our Kids are class seg-
regation and the widening opportunity gap between the
‘have’ and ‘have nots’ in American society. Throughout
the book, this gap is visually illustrated by scissor-shaped
charts showing how the gap has and is widening in mul-
tiple domains in relation to family, parenting, school-
ing and community. Putnam’s motivation for writing Our
Kids is mainly to give voice to the ‘have nots’. Putnam
puts the life stories of rich and poor families at the cen-
ter of the book. He uses what can be described as an
ethnographic-inspired narrative approach, with the aim
of generating life histories. These narratives illustrate the
differences in opportunities and constraints of children
and their families in relation to growing up. In total, 107
young adults and their parents were interviewed onmul-
tiple research sites in the United States. Our Kids also
uses online research strategies. For example, Facebook
was used in order to keep track of the working class
young adults whose lives and housing situations often
rapidly changed:
Watching them post and interact on Facebook also
gave us deeper information than a single interview
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could, and with their permission we used their up-
dates and posts in our analysis. (Putnam, 2015, p. 269)
The stories in Our Kids vividly illustrate how growing up
has changed over the last few decades and how the op-
portunity gap has widened and deepened along class
lines. Putnam argues that ‘economically successful’ peo-
ple and their children have less to no idea how the ‘other
side’ lives, with the consequence that such people might
be less empathetic to the plight of the less privileged. Pre-
cisely because of growing class segregation, writing up
such stories is, according to Putnam, necessary as it will
help to reduce this gap in perceptions. On a more per-
sonal note, Putnam confesses that his assumptions were
quite different before he embarked on the research of
Our Kids: “If I andmy classmates could climb the ladder, I
assumed, so could kids from modest backgrounds today.
Having finished this research, I know better.” (Putnam,
2015, p. 230).
2. ‘Our Sport Clubs’
Putnamwrites that the economic gap has been accompa-
nied by growing de facto segregation of Americans along
class lines. Putnam describes such class-based residen-
tial polarization as a kind of incipient class apartheid:
…class segregation across America has been grow-
ing for decades, so fewer affluent kids live in poor
neighborhoods, and fewer poor kids live in rich neigh-
borhoods….Does the character of the neighborhood
where kids grow up have an effect on their fu-
ture prospects, apart from their individual charac-
teristics?….The question is whether growing up in a
poor neighborhood imposes any additional handicaps.
(Putnam, 2015, p. 217)
The question can be asked what the impact of class-
based segregation has been on ‘our sport clubs’? Can we
see the same class-apartheid in our sport clubs? Or is
sport, through its assumed leveling playing field, some-
how able to withstand such class-based dynamics? And
if there is a class-based apartheid, what is the personal
and societal impact in relation to young people and their
families (both advantaged and disadvantaged) regarding
their participating and non-participation in sport (e.g.,
the impact of non-exposure to people outside one’s own
socioeconomic class)? This issue needs to be addressed
if the social and economic transformation of neighbor-
hoods, as Putnam repeatedly visualized by scissor charts
and illustrated by real-life stories, has had a societal foot-
print on sport clubs. How do sport clubs fare in the face
of intensified social class segregation in domains such
as education, health, community and work? In relation
to schools, Putnam asks if schools in America today are
widening or reducing the growing gaps between have
and have-not kids, or do they have little impact? The
same question can be reiterated for sport clubs: are they
widening the gap or are they just ‘innocent bystanders’?
Such questions need to be addressed, as they have too
often remained peripheral amongst sport researchers.
3. Mentoring
Involvement in organized, adult-supervised leisure activ-
ities has been associated with positive developmental
outcomes for youth (e.g., Eccles & Gootman, 2002; Fein-
stein, Bynner, & Duckworth, 2006). Putnam sees such ac-
tivities as contexts for developing social skills (e.g., work
habits, self-discipline, teamwork, leadership), a sense of
civic engagement and even for generating upward mo-
bility. Moreover, according to Putnam, an important ad-
vantage of such activities is the exposure to caring adults
outside the family, such as coaches and other adult su-
pervisors who can often serve as valuable mentors:
Mentoring can make a measurable difference in kids’
lives, butwe also saw that formalmentoring programs
have so far barely begun to close the enormous class
gap in access to informal mentoring….To be sure, seri-
ous mentoring requires serious training, careful qual-
ity control, and above all, stability. Mentoring works
best as the by-product of a connection that rests on
some shared interest. (Putnam, 2015, p. 259)
Interesting in the above citation is the distinction Put-
nam makes between formal and informal mentoring.
This might be a potentially interesting line for sport re-
searchers. For example: are coaches seen as playing a
mentoring role and what are the optimal conditions and
underlying processes of successful mentoring relation-
ships in terms of generating positive developmental out-
comes? We should, however, be careful in overestimat-
ing the feasibility of ‘mentoring children out of poverty’,
as this risks legitimating a reductive analysis of complex
processes by highlighting individual deficits of both the
parents and children, and de-emphasising structural in-
equalities (Kelly, 2011).
4. Unequal Leisure Opportunities and Outcomes
A substantial class gap seems to be equally present in
organized leisure activities. What is more, Putnam il-
lustrates that schools and communities with substan-
tially more less-affluent kids have less ability to provide
Extracurricular or organized leisure opportunities, and
furthermore lack youth-specific infrastructure and ser-
vices. Money seems to matter. Putnam (2015, p. 167)
formulates that in most cases the growing class gap in
parental engagement, such as with their children’s orga-
nized sport participation, is due less to lack of motiva-
tion than to economic and cultural obstacles. In Our Kids,
Putnam refers to several high-quality experimental stud-
ies showing that giving poor families money can improve
the academic and social performance of their children.
Similar experimental settings could be set up in which
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communities or families are givenmoney and where out-
comes are controlled and measured in terms of orga-
nized leisure participation and positive youth develop-
mental outcomes. However, such experimental designs
seemoverly ambitious (and expensive). Perhaps it would
be more feasible to use quasi-experimental research de-
signs to investigate the impact of ending or introducing
pay-to-play for extracurricular activities.
5. Moralizing Discourse
Throughout the book, and especially in the chapter on
parenting, Putnam uses a rather judgmental andmoraliz-
ing language when talking about the parents of the have
nots. Two fragments illustrate this:
…“good parenting” has become time-consuming and
expensive….Parents at all levels of society now aspire
to intensive parenting, but, aswe shall see, the less ed-
ucated and less affluent among them have been less
able to put those ideals in practice (p. 118)
Family dining is no panacea for child development,
but it is one indicator of the subtle but powerful in-
vestments that parents make in their kids (or fail to
make). (p. 123)
Whereas the narratives in Our Kids might be rich, in
the chapter on parenting, the evidence-base is rather
thin. Some of Putnam’s proposals such as daily read-
ing to children, coaching poor parents through house
visits and family dining run the danger of decontextu-
alizing structural causes of poverty. Furthermore, they
seem to put the blame on parents for the poverty of
their children. Putnam’s multiple references regarding
brain development research further ignores the critical
literature—both in terms of the scientific robustness and
generalizability of the evidence—that has been written
on the so-called ‘hard evidence’ of brain development
research in relation to poverty (e.g., Edwards, Gillies, &
Horsley, 2015; MacVarish, Lee, & Lowe, 2015). MacVar-
ish et al. (2015), for example, argue that targeting fami-
lies deemed incapable or incompetent of adequately de-
veloping their children’s brains places parents at the cen-
ter of the policy stage but at the same time demotes
andmarginalizes themas parents and human beings. This
runs the risk of permanent removal from birth families
(i.e., rescuing the child) and undermining the possibility
of spontaneous relationships of love and care (MacVarish
et al., 2015). Similarly, Edwards et al. (2015) argue that
in such a discourse, success in life is un-problematically
correlated with brain structure and intelligence. And
the solution to poverty would then be to make people
smarter, so their children can ‘think themselves out of
their predicament’ (p. 184). Edwards et al. (2015) elabo-
rate that within such a discourse poor parents are seen as
architects of their children’s poverty and deprivation. This
point is illustrated in the following excerpt from Our Kids:
Cognitive stimulation by parents is essential for op-
timal learning. Children who grow up with parents
who listen and talk with them frequently develop
more advanced language skills than kids whose par-
ents rarely engage them in conversation (as happened
with Stephanie, who explained, “We ain’t got time for
all that talk-about-our-day stuff”). The brain, in short,
develops as a social organ, not an isolated computer.
(Putnam, 2015, p. 110)
6. Magic Bullets
To be fair, Putnam recognizes the limitations of brain-
development inspired interventions. At the end of the
chapter on parenting, he acknowledges that although
correlations between parental social class, parenting
practices and child outcomes might have been estab-
lished, most of the studies are not able to prove any
causality. Putnam furthermore writes that maternal de-
privation (i.e., poor nutrition, inadequate health care, ex-
posure to environmental risks from bad housing) can
have powerful long-term effects on children’s intellec-
tual and emotional development. In his words: “Even
ideal parenting cannot compensate for all the ill effects
of poverty on children.” (Putnam, 2015, p. 134). How-
ever, such remarks almost read as a footnote of the
chapter on parenting. The lesson that sport researchers
can learn from this is to be sensitive and critical to mor-
alizing approaches and deficiency discourses regarding
the inclusion in and through sport of children living in
poverty. As mentioned above, research failing to incor-
porate wider structural dimensions risks legitimating a
reductive analysis of complex processes (Kelly, 2011). To
rephrase: even ideal coaching cannot compensate for
all the ill effects of poverty on children. Sport offers no
magic bullets in relation to combatting issues of social ex-
clusion, poverty and inequality. Putnam states that the
only ‘magical bullet’ being able to counter social-class
segregation and the dire outcomes for children and so-
cieties it brings with it, is the sustained economic revival
for low-paid workers. In his final chapter, Putnam (2015)
summarizes the key message of his book and the impor-
tance of addressing the widening socio-economic gap:
This is not the first time in our national history that
widening socio-economic gaps have threatened our
economy, our democracy, and our values. The specific
responses we have pursued to successfully overcome
these challenges and restore opportunity have varied
in detail, but underlying them all was a commitment
to invest in other people’s children. And underlying
that commitment was a deeper sense that those kids
too, were our kids. (p. 261)
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